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Registration

Reception

Dinner

Breakfast

Introductory Remarks

ACCESS Presentations

Thomas Koop

Laura Iraci

Rich Niedziela

Katja Drdla

Coffee Break

ACCESS Presentations

Jane Klassen

Danna Leard

Frank Livingston

Thomas Woyke

Lunch

Thursday, June 12th

5:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Friday, June 13tli

7:30 a.m.

8:30 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

Freezing Behavior and Thermodynamics
of Stratopsheric Aerosols

Deliquescence of Sulfuric Acid Tetrahydrate:
Laboratory Studies of the Uptake of Nitric Acid on SAT

Temperature and Composition Dependent Optical
Constants of Atmospheric Aerosol Systems

Microphysical Modelling of Polar Stratospheric Clouds

10:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

Diffusion Coefficients in Sulfuric Acid Solutions

Laboratory Studies of Chlorine Activation Reactions
on Ice using an Aerosol Flow Reactor

Effect of HC1 and HN03 on Single Crystal Ice:
HLO Diffusion and Resorption Kinetics

In-situ measurements of halogen oxides
in the Arctic Polar Vortex:

A comparison of box model calculations with observations

12:30 p.m.
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Friday, June 13th.

Agency Presentations

DOE

NASA

NOAA

EPA

NSF

(continued)

1:30 p.m.

Marvin Wesely

Jack Kaye

A.R. Ravishankara

Larry Cupitt

Jarvis Meyers

ACCESS Presentations 2:45 p.m.

Ulrich Poeschl Pressure and Temeprature Dependence
of the Gas Phase Reaction of SOS with HzO Vapor

and the Heterogeneous Reaction of SOS with HzO/HZS04 Surfaces

Leah Goldfarb Kinetics of the O + C1O reaction

Coffee Break 3:30 p.m.

ACCESS Presentations 4:00 p.m.

Thorn Rahn Stable isotopes in Stratospheric NzO

Lyatt Jaegle Upper Tropospheric HOX and NOX Chemistry
during STRAT and SUCCESS

Jim Crawford An Analysis of the Photochemical Environment
over the Western, North Pacific

Based on Airborne Field Observations

Martin Schultz Factors Controlling the Ozone Budget
in the South Pacific Region during Pem-Tropics

Adjourn 5:30 p.m.

Dinner 6:30 p.m.
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& Satwday, June 14th

Breakfast 7:30 a.m.

ACCESS Presentations 8:30 a.m.

Mark Lawrence Tropical Tropospheric Chemistry Studies with MATCH

Yuhang Wang Tropospheric O,-NOX-hydrocarbon chemistry
in a global 3-D model: Origin of tropospheric ozone

and effects of non-methane hydrocarbons

Michael Kuhn The Global Distribution and Budget for the HO Radical

Loretta Mickley A Proposal to Study the Relationship between
Tropospheric Ozone and Climate Change

Coffee Break 10:00 a.m.

ACCESS Presentations 10:30 a.m.

Betty Pun Treatment of Uncertainties in Urban Air Quality Models

Henry Miller Potential Processes Involved in an Arctic Sunrise
Surface Ozone Disappearance Event in Kangerlussuaq, Greenland

Ronald L. Siefert Chemical Characterization of Ambient Aerosol
Collected during the Southwest-Monsoon and Inter-Monsoon Periods

over the Arabian Sea: Labile-Fe(Ii) and Other Trace Metals

Deborah Gross Atmospheric Aerosol Analysis: A Comparison of
Single-Particle ATOFMS and Traditional Techniques

Daniel King Removal of Methyl Bromide in Coastal Seawater:
Chemical and Biological Rates

Lunch 12:30 p.m.

ACCESS Presentations 1:30 p.m.

Michael Van Loy Sorptive Interactions of Semivolatile Organic

Peter Neeb

Jianzhen Yu

Jay Odum

Jonathan Allen

Compounds with Indoor Surface Materials

Laboratory Investigations of the Gas Phase Ozonolysis
of Simple Alkenes

Atmospheric Photooxidation of Isoprene and Alkylbenzenes:
Application of PFBHA GC/MS for

Detection / Identification of Carbonyl Products

Atmospheric Aerosol Formation Potential
of Whole Gasoline Vapor

Atmospheric Partitioning of PAH

Adjourn (Dinner at SkipJacks, Boston, 6pm) 3:30 p.m.



Sunday, June lsth

.,

Breakfast

Bus to Newport, R.I.

Arrive at Salve Regina University
J

Sunday - Thursday, JUW lsth-lgth

. . Gordon Conference

Firday, June 2oth

./ GRC Bus to Airport
.

(check reservations during week)
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3:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.
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.ATX1OSPHERICPARTITIOFUN’GOF PAH
‘,

,..
~’~jOri&h~no. ‘.$len,.; ~..>., -,..,-’. .’,’

, ;qdle~ili,.,:i~,, “ ,,, .-}:.,.~+’? ..”,.,..:.<i‘./>:,).-,:/“:,?’“ ,,, .>”.:.. . ..... . . ,“ ‘-..>!..<. ..... .. . .. ..“,. .,.,
In the urb%:;[rnosphere “polvcvciic’fr’orn+atlc’hydrocarbons (PAH) paflition

between the gas phase and“atmosph&i~uer~soli.’ we ‘hive coilected size-segre~a~d
atmospheric aerosols tlom urban and rural l~caticmsin lMassachusettsusing a rnlcro-
otilce inertial impactor. In the urban sampies. PAH were distributed among aerosol
size fractions basedon their molecularweich~. PM+ with molecularweights between
178 and 202 were approximately evenly ~is[ributed between the fine (aerodynamic
diameter, Dp <2 ~m) and coarse (Dp >Z ~m1p~icles. pAH with molecularweights
greaterthan 228 wereassociatedprimarilywith tie fine aerosol fmctkm.. ,. ,,

We propose that PAH partitioning in the atmosphere is best explained M non-
equil.ibriumabsorptivepetitioning. h this cue SJOW mass transfer by vaporizationiind
sorption explains the observed PAH partitioning among aerosol size fractions. we
have implemented this description of part]tioni~~as a Lagrangian model of aerosol
partitioning in tin urban environment. The mod~l results match well the measured
distributions of low and intermediaternolecul~ weight PM (MW c278) with particle
size. These results indicate that associationof organic compoundswith aerosols is by
absorption and that. in the urban atmosphere, these compounds do not attain
equilibriumpartitioning.

1
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This study examines the influence of photochemistry on ozone distributions
over the western, North Pacific ( 1OS-5ONand 110-170E) based on observations
gatheredduringNASAS Paci.fk ExploratoryMission (PEM)-WestB duringFebruary-
March, 1994. During this time, strong outtlow of continental emissions from Asia
into the Pacific at extratropical latitudes (i.e., north of 20N) resulted in elevatedlevels
of photochemically important trace species (e.g., 03, N(), CO, and nonmethane
hydrocarbons). Tropical data south of 20N was more representative of remotemarine
troposphericair. Within the extratropical region. 20-50N, two distinct photochemical
environments were identified to the north and SOLM of 30N, The more northern
regime wasquite distinct from that to the south in its displaying abrupt changesin the
tropopauseheight as well as increases in the 03 co]umndensity of nearly 150Dobson
units. This differenceresulted in much lower rates of O~formation and destructionfor

‘I!I

30-50N; however, both latitude ranges still exhibited ~et O production. Of special
!$

.

?
*

significance was the finding of net 03 production at low a titudes for both marine
,.::,.

environments. This reflects the fact that considerable continental outflow of criticai
precursorspecies (e.g., NO and nonmethanehydrocarbons) reslllted in highlyelevated
levels of these species below 4 km. For 20-30N, photochemical formation and ~

.f

destruction of O? were found to exceed average values cited for NH stratospheric
injection and sutiace deposition by factors of 11and 7, respectively; whereas,for 30-
50N the photochemical quantities were only a factor of 2 larger than injection and
deposition. Overall, despite large differences in 03 formation and destructionrates, ~

bolh latitude ranges showed nearly equivalent rates of net 03 productionat altitudes
less than 2 km. Comparisons with the results from pEM-West A show that the single
largest differencein the respectivephotochcmical03 budgetsat these latitudesoccurred 6

,,

at altitudes below 4 km. i.e., those altitudes most influenced by continental outflow.
This enhancedcontinental outflow resulted in enhanced Nox levels (of anthropogenic
origin) in PEM-WestB relative to PEM-WestA. Modelsimulations also suggestthat E

‘,

the recyclingof PAN formed over the continentplayeda signillcant role inmtintig
theelevatedNOXlevels in the marine BL. The 03 budget evaluations of the .PEM-
West B data have shown that, even under wintertime conditions, quite large valuesof

t
!,,,!

integratednet-columnproductionof 03 can occurat subtropicaland mid-iatitudesin the
J,

western North Pacific. This suggests that a significant fraction of the mid-latitude,
i

early-springincrease in North Pacillc column Q may be of photochemicalorigin.
~

,:
1
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MICROPHYSICALMODELLXNG

....’ : PO~ARSMTORPHERIC CLOUDS.,

K. Drdla. R.P. Turco, J.E. Dye, M. Schoeberl, P.A. Newman. and L. Ltit
.! NASA Ames - .

.
Despite the accepted importanceof polar stratosphericclouds (PSCS)in ozone

depletion.manv importantquestionsabout theircompositionremain. TOaddresssome
of these ques~ions. results of a detailed model. that incorporates microphysics,
heterogeneous chemistry, and gas-phase chemistry, will be presented. PSC
compositions, phases, ton-nationrnechanisrns,and clenitrificationmechanisms have
been analyzed usin~ 1991/1992 Arctic in-situ and lidar particle measurements.
Although liquid parucles. composed of ternary HN03/H2SO@~0 solutions. appear
prevalent in the in-situ database, strong evidence for freezing ;f a few pmicles at
temperaturesabove the ice frost pointwill also be presented. A c“ornprehensive@c~e
Of MC evolution has been formulated that is able to reconcile these apparent
contradictionsand reproducemost aspec~ of the measurements.

3
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. “,KINETICSOFTHEO+ CIO REACTION

Leah Goldfarb. James B. Burkholder, A. R. Ravishankara ~ “8
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 4er-wmy LaboratoV

~e Cooperati\*eII :ute for Research in Envirc !tal Sciences
Jni\ ,vity O!~‘oiorado, ~ ~-: ‘ #

doukler, CO --- ~ .

The reactionof O atomswithC1O:
s

O + C1O---s products kl(l)
I

is the rate limitingstep in thecatalyticozone destructionat mid-latitudesin rheupper
stratosphere(-40 km). We have measured the rate coefficientsof this reaction!kl 3as
a functionof temperatureusing a pulsed-laser-photolysishesonancefluorescence(RF) 4
apparatus. The C1Oradicalswere generatedin Situin a flow tube and the oxygenatoms t
wereproducedby photolyzinga small fractionof the C1Oat 308 nm. The temporal
profflesof O atoms were measured in an excess of CIO via resonancefluorescence.
The concentrationof CIOin the reactor was measuredby UVabsorptionusinga diode

8‘,

a.mayspectrometer. The rate coefficients, measuredbetween227 and 363 K. were fit
to an Arrhenius . xpressionto obtaine kl = (3.8k 0.7) x 10-11exp (90* 30/T) cm3
molecule-1s-1. our measuredvalue is in goodagreementwith the currently ~

‘.,i-
3

recommendedvalue,k1= 3.0x 10-11exp (70/T)cms molecule-ls-1;1this study better
definesthe negativetemperaturedependenceof kl. Becausereaction(1) is importantin
the upper stratosphere(T - 255 K ), determiningthe extent of the negativetemperature ill

t:

dependencefor reaction(1) is important. The results Of this study were incorporated
intoa box model to investigateif the observedlOSSof mid-latitudeupper-stratospheric
ozone(-870 per decade)zcan be accountedfor by the known chemicalreactions. The
findings of our laboratorystudy, as well as results frotn the model,will be presented. E

1) Chemical Kineticsand PhotochemicalData for Use in
Stratospheric Modeling, (1994) JPL Pub. No. 94-26, d~2) Scientific Assessmentof Ozone Depletion: 1994,WMO. ReportNo. 37.

‘:!

a) Present address: LASP, Space Technology Building, CB 590, Boulder,CO c
,1
\

80309-0590.
b) Also afftiated with the Departmentof Chemistryand

t

Biochemistry, Universityof Colorado, Boulder,CO 80309.
.7
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ATMOSPHERICAEROSOLANALYSIS:
A COMPARISONOF

SINGLE-P:~TICLE Y~TOFMS~ND ~ITI~~,AL ~CH~Q~S,.. ,.-.,,-~~,,“;,,, . .. .. . . ..+,.:, . , .. . . ... .. ,. :.. . . ....
DeborahS. Gross and KimberlyA. Prather

Depurtmen[ of Chemisrn, uni~ersi~ o-fCui(fomia, Riverside, CA.,,, ,“.
The importance of the environmental and health effects of atmospheric

particulate matter is weIlknown. Aerosol particleshave beenshown to‘beinvolvedin
the catalytic destruction of stratospheric ozone. Incrmses in troposphericparticulate
have been linked to adversehealtheffects. such M fl~ess and prematuredeath. Current
regulations address only the size distribution of the ambient particles, which can be
measured with high time-resolution using a variety of techniques. The chemical
composition of these particles,which plays a significantrole in both the environmental
and health effects. has traditionally been more difficul[ [Odetermine in real-time. A
variety of techniques have been used to collect and analvze ambient aerosol pticles,
both for size and composition. However. these suffer-from being off-line analysis
techniques with low temporal resolution, \vhich treat each size sli~e of the collected
sample as a homogeneous mixture. Recent advances in the real-time mdysis of
individual ambient atmospheric aerosol particles by mass spectrometry have
demonstratedthe wealthof physical~d chemicalinformationwhichcan be obtainedon
the single particle level. We have developed a picture Ofthe size and compositionOf
both the positive and negative ions observed for VtiOUSatmospheric particle types
using a lab-based ATOFMSinstrument.The next necessarystep is to characterizeions
of both polarity desorbedand ionizedfrom the same atmosphericparticle,and to do thk
with newly constructedportableinstruments.

The recent development of portable ATOFMS instruments in our laboratory
makes possible the measurement of both the size and composition of atmospheric
particles in real time with the added feature of spatial infom~ation. Here, we present
dual polarity mass spectra, obtained with a portable AT(3FklS, of ambient aerosol
particles sampled at various sites throughout the Los Angeles Air Basin.
Characterization of these spectra gives trenlendous insightinto the chemicalprocesses
occurring on particles in the atmosphere. Chemical speciation of the ions in these
spectra can give information about both [he source ~d atmospheric reactivity of the
particles. In addition, the measured particle size distributions. as well as the
composition of particles in the various size-modes, is compared to results obtained
simultaneouslyusing more traditionalaerosolanalysistechniques.

t
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~-!DELIQUESCENCEOF SULtiRIc ,ACIljTETRAHYDRATE:~.,,., -

&30RAT0RY sTuDIEsOFTHE UPTAKEOF lNITRICACID ON SAT
..

.. “’ 1!
>. L,T. irac~and M.’~.Toibe: ‘ ~ .:::.,,

CIRES and Department O; “hemisyv & E ;hemistry, University oj”Colorado
,., , ,.. ., E,,

Polar stratospheric clouds (PSCS) play a pivotal role in springtime ozone
depletionin both hemispheres,but many questionsregarding their phase and formation
mechanismremain unanswered. Frozen sulfate aerosols were once presumed to serve
as nucleation sites for type I PSCS, but laboratory work has shown that crystalline
sulfuricacid tetrahydrate(SAT) is not a good nucleatingagent for nitric acid trihydrate
(NAT).Currenttheoriescan explain PSC growthif sulfate aerosols are liquid, but both
liquid and solid aerosoIs have been observed. Once frozen to SAT, aerosol particles
must be warmed to -215 K to melt, but this is unlikely to occur prior to each PSC
formationevent.

Recent theoretical work predicts an alternative method for recycling frozen
sulfate aerosol puticles: deliquescencein the presenceof niwicacid and water vapors.
Laboratorystudies testing this theory will be described.Thin SAT films are exposedto
HN03 and H20 at stratospherictemperaturesand are monitored with Fourier tra.nsfonn
infraredspectroscopy.A detection limit of 10%meltingcartbe achieved.

Dissolution of a small percentage of the SAT film to form a tern~
H@@_IN03/HzO solution has been detected in several experiments, suggesting that
under certain conditions frozen sulfuric acid may experience a phase chailge at
temperaturesbelowthe melting point.

E
I

i!...j
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~i$ UPPERTROPOSPHERICHOY,WKINOXCHEMISTRY

,.. , . , ~... DURING .
f;} ., *,. ‘ ‘“’’-STli$T&D:UCCESS “’::!- ‘ ‘“ ~~‘‘..’,.“,.,,’.,<:,...2-...

7 ,.,.-?;-: ,, .“.,.!i. .,“.; 1:,,!
L. Jaegle. D. J. Jacob, C. M. Spivakovsky, Y. wan.!?,

~“: P. 0. ~Vennberg,T. F, Himisco.E. L. Lanzendort
Hanard University, Cumbridge, Massachuens

I

W.,H. Bnine, D. Ttiri.I. Faloona ~‘ ‘
Pennsylvania State University, University Park ~~! ,. .$’

B. A. Ridley, A. J. Weinheimer
National Center for Atmospheric Reasearch, Boulder, Coiordo

I

Upper tropospheric and lower stratospheric obsemations of OH. H02, NO,
NOv obtained aboard the ER-2 fiircraft during STRAT (Stratospheric Tracers Of
Atmospheric Transport) and aboard the DC-8 &craft during SUCCESS(SUbsotic
Cloud and Contrail Special Study) are compared tOresults from a photochemicti O-D
model. Diel steady-statecalculations of HO~ (= OH + HOZ),~Ons[~inedwi~ local

i“ observationsof long livedUacersunderestimatein situ observationsby up to a factorof
3 in the upper troposphere (UT). On the other hand, agreement between model md
observationsin [helower stratosphere(LS) is within the imtrument~ uncertain~. We
show that deep convectivetransportof HOXprecursors(peroxides,aldehydes)from the
boundarylayer to the UTcan significantlyelevate HOXlevelsand may accountfor the
discrepancies between model and observations. These injections of peroxides and
aldehydescan enhance HOXconcentrations for more tian a week downwind of the
convectiveactivity. We propose that this mechanism providesmore generailya majOr
sourceof HOXin the UT, DuringSUCCESS,direct transportof Nox from the Po~u~
boundarylayer overthe UnitedStates appearsto be the mostsignificmt sourceof Nox
in the UT. The modelgenerallyunder~tima[es tie obse~ed NOX/NOratioby a fWOr
of 2 in the UT, The strong surface source of NOXcombined with a $-10 day Lifetime ‘
suggestthat the air might not be photochemicallyhged enough to have reacheds@ady-
state. We examine the effect of convective ~ansport of both NOXand HOXprecursors
on ozone productionin tie UT.

I
r

i
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REMOVALOFME~BROMIDE IN COASTALSEAWATER:
CHEMICALANDBIOLOGICALRATES

-.s ‘1!i.
‘Danie:?, King and Eric S, Saltzman

Rosens;~~l 7cilool oj”,ilurin ;nd Atmosphere. ~ience, ~’niversity oj”kfiami, FL
‘1

A stable isotopetracertechniquewas used to investigatethe loss rate of methyl
bromide in surface ocean waters. Unfiltered and 0.2 pm-filtered or autoclave
aiiquants :}fBiscayneBayseawatersamples were spiked with ~3CH43rat roughly 10-
100 times ambient concentrations (50-800 pM) and incubated for ]0-30 hours. The

#

concentration of 1sCHIBr was monitored using gas chromatography with isotope
dilution mass spectrornetry, with CD3Br as the isotope spike. Removal rates in
unfiltered aliquants were significantly faster than in the 0.2 ~m-filtered or autoclave R
aliquants, indicating that some of the loss of methyl bromide was associated with
particulate matter. Filtration experiments indicate that the particulate material
responsible for methylbromideloss is between 0.2 and 1.2~m in diameter,suggestig
that bacteria are likely to be responsible, The particulate-related removal of methyl

j

bromide was inhibited by autoclaving, supporting a biological mechanism. me
biological removal rates measured in this studv are potentially large enough to have a
significanteffect on [hecyclingof methyl brom-idein the oceans. l!?

8
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MEASUREMENTSOF DIFFUSIONCOEFFICIENTS
~ IN SULFLVUCACID SOLU.??O~$.. ...- -;,,.>’,,,L.,.... . , ,.,,,,,,.,, ,. . ‘“w.;fTil<?!::~%.%~t”i:‘: :.:.-’5A‘. : ....$’-:~- :-: ~~‘: .:<;. . ,.“::,:*.:,1,,...::.,”

Jane K$’Kltisen,’”Zhen~jieHu.’andLeah R. William
SRI International, Moiecuiar Physics L&orato~ Menio Park CA.,> ,,. ;-.$... ‘,“.. , ;., :.,,.$+.~ ,.,. .”. .,

Diffusioncoeillcients in sulfuric‘~~idplav a critical role in manystratospheric
processes including calculating nuclea[iOnrate; in sulfate aerosols and determining
whether heterogeneous reactions occur i,n [he bu~ or on the surface Of aerOsOis.
Diffusioncoefficientsare alSOneededto an~yze time-dependentuptakedata to obti
solubilities. Despite the obvious importance Of diffusion coefficients, no directly
measured values have been published. Different theories for estimating diffusion
coefflcien~ vary by 50% and estimatesof diffusioncoefficientsfrom comparingvapor
pressureand time-dependentuptie data vw by ~ much as a factorof 4.

In order [o provide quantitatively lccurate diffusion coefficients, the
experimental challenges Of measuring solute diffusion in strong electrolyte
environments must be overcome. We use a modified diaphragm cell techniqueand
report diffusion coefficients for HCIand HBr in sulfuric acid solutions from 220-293
K. Diffusioncoefficients for HC1are 1.()x I()-5cm2/s in 30 wt % stdfuricacid and4.2
X 10-6cm2/s in 60 wt % sulfuric acid at 293 K. These values are 20% lower than
diffusioncoefficientsestimated from tie diffusiOncoefficient Of HC1in wateradjusted
for sulfuric acid’sviscosity dependence, HOwever,we find that the temperatureand
viscositydependenceof these diffusioncoefficien~ agree quite wellwith theequation

D=c T/q

(where ~ is viscosity) yielding c =8 x 10-8 cmz cP/s K over the 220-293K
temperaturerange.

Researchsupportedby NASAUpperAtmosphereResearchProgram.

,.
I
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THE FREEZINGBH-iAvIOR“ANDTI-iERMODnhih41Cs
OF STRATOSPHERICAEROSOLS., i

‘1 1,-,,, ,“. .
Thomas KObP,Uta LM.Biermann,B&ping Juo, Kenne:h S. Carsiaw,

andThomasPeter ..: f
Max P!anck Itlstit~tteof ChenlistV, .tiainz, Germany ~ r

.,

Calorimetric freezing experiments with aqueous sulfuric and nitric acid
solutions are presented and applied to the formation of polar suatospheric clouds
(PSCS). Under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions above the ice frost point the
homogeneousnucleation rates of stratosphericaerosols are exceedingly low,ruling out
homogeneousfreezing as a pathway for PSC fo~ation. The experiments reveal that
tie freezing process of the solutions under stratospheric conditions is limited by the
nucleationrates of the hydrates, rather than their crystal growth rates, thus ruling out
the possibility of a ghlsSystate of stratosphericaerosol”droplets. Also, we arguewhy a
glacial state of the aerosols seems to be unlikely. The onlv processes leading to
freezingof the hydrates appear to be the heterogeneousnucleation on wa[erice crystals
forming below the frost point. and the homogeneous freezing, of almost binary
HNO#H~O droplets with H2S04 concentrations below approximately 0.01 wt%.
Furthermore, the thermodynamic stability regions of the most important stable and
merastablecrystdhne phases understratosphe~cconditions are compared. Finally,the
formationmechanisms OfPSCSare reviewedfrom a ]aboratoryperspectivetaking into
account new experimental data. The allowed phase transitions between different
particlesare discussed and assessedwithrespectto their kinetic likelihood.

10



THEGLOBALDISTRIBUTIONkim BUDGETFORTHE HO RADICAL
., ...-,” “.’ ~’,’:,.;’ ‘“, ,) ~..-., ,,. ~ :;YI. “’Kuhn. “.;’;” “

Fraunh~r;r~itlsrittttfiter Atmosphurische b’mwel~orschuig (IFU)+
Garmisch-Purrenkirchen,’. , ,.” .:.,’

F. Rohrer tmd’D;’L”lEhhalt
Instirutjiier Atmosphaerische Chemie, Forschungszentrurn Juefich Gtnnw

,,

A chemical mechanism with 43 reactions and 19 chemical tracers incltxiing
NOX,CO,CH4,ethane. ozone, HOXand peroxidesWSSimplementedinto a 3D giobd
chernisttyand transport model (CTM).The modeleddistribution of NO~, CO, ozone,
HO, H~02 and organic peroxides show reasonable agreement with obsemations ~d
results ~romother models.The HOmdicaishows Mulmum concentrationsUpto 2.5 x
106cm-3(24hour averages)in the middle troposphere in the ~opics.The giOb~ly~d
annually averaged concentrationOfHO from the CTM is 1.I x 10Gcm-3,which is in
good agreement with the latest determination from observations of CH3CC13
concentration trends. The vertical distribution OfHO was analyzed by calculating
partial concentrations. These are defined as production rates of HO t’romindividu~
reactions divided by the destructionfrequencv of HO. The results are as fOllOWS:W
the reaction rates tor the major reactions thdt control HO decrease with incre=ing
altitude within the tropospheredue to decre~ing react~t number densities.In regions
like the middle troposphere in the tropics with a high pfim~ production of HO and
low concentrations of NO and 03 the primary production rate is the dominattig
reaction. This contrasts with regions Ifie the lower troposphere over North America
and Europe or the upper troposphere with high NC)or 03 concentrations where tie
partialconcentrationsresultinghorn the rewtions of HO? withNO and Os ~e tie major
contributions to the overall concentration of H(). cm simulations with the new
chemistry module show that aircraft emissions in the upper Uopospherelead to higher
NOX concentrations in [he entire troposphere. The influence of the altered NOX
concentrations on HO depends on,the backgroundconcentrations of NOXin regions
with low backgroundconcentrationsof NO~,USfound over the Atlantic, the increasek
NOXleads to an increase in HO of around 5%, But in regions with higher background
NOX,as over continental North America and Europe, increasing NOXleads to iower
HO’concentrationsof up [o 2%. The impac~of the increase in NOX concen~ations on
the global concentration of 03 is rela[ivelv sm~l. Due to the longer lifetime OfO

f?compared to HO the simulations show an ~ener~ increase in 03 of less than 2.5 0
becauseof an overallenhancedphotochemical productionof 03.

J
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TROPICALTROPOSPHERICCHEMISTRYSTUDIESWITH MATCH

MarkG. Lawrence
.tiax Planck lnstiture for Chemistry ( VPI-Ch),, Mainz

T! hotochemistty of the tropical troposr .. s of far aching irnpo~ti~lc~fu:
many red .~s. ,bong these are its role as an 1’oAi&4ingbasin,” in which long-lived
trace gases such as CHqand CO are destroyed by reaction with OH. The tropics dSO
play an important role in the global radiant energy budget; in particular, absorptionof
solar radiation is strongly sensitive to upper tropospheric ozone concentrations. The
processescontrolling photochemical distributions in tie tropics, however, are not yet
thoroughlyunderstood. This has been made clear by several recent observations. For
instance,ozone levelswhich are muchlower than predicted by models have been found
in the upper troposphere above the Pacific and lrtcii~nf ceans (Kley et al., 1996;
Dickersonet al., manuscript in prep.). in atkiition, tie observed partitioning between
NOXand HNO~in the Atlantic basin differs considerablyfrom that expected basedon
photochemicalmodels (Jacob et al., 1996), In an effort to further our understandingof
tfopicai tropospheric photochemistry, .MATCH- a Model OfAtmospheric Transport
andCHemistry - has been developed over the past few years, The MPI-Ch versionof
MATCHfocuses on basic tropospheric chemistry, and has already been employed for
several preliminary studies relevant to tropical photochemistry. Elements of each the
threeprimary facets of the work with MATCHare disc[ .secihere: 1)incorporatingthe
majo~known processes which affect tropospheric chemjst~ into MATCH;2) teiiting g,;
the MATCH output compared to several sets of in.s,lu observations; and 3) using
hlATCH as a tool to explore various issues. ,uch w :ne impact of convection on
tropicalphotochemistry,and the relativeroles Of Lrace gas emissions from lightning~d Ianthropogenicsources.
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LABORATORYSTUDIESOF CHLORINEAcTIVATIONRE.4C~ONS
“.,.}, \ .. %.-...,-. ,..,. ~.b:.,....e... .. ..i.- j ~US&& ,~R~&&LO}~ ~:{C:oR ‘‘:,,~:~.; ,.. !,;,+,,.,.”:‘.;:;..$,Z:*“’{,;;’.. +’... ‘, , \ ... .. .Y.$$;,.
DartnaC.,Leard,DavidJ, Dai, Luisa T. Molinaand MarioJ. Molina

Deparnpent of Chemistry, Department o~Em-th,Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences,.,, .
Massachusetts Institute oj’Ttichnology; Cambridge*1~ ~~~~

,.

An apparatus has, been designed [Osuccessfully measure interactions of
stratosphencally relevant gases and aerosols. An experimentalstudy of the reaction of
C10N02 with HC1on ice particles was performed using a high pressure ilOWsystem
operating at 760 torr and -60”C. Ice particles of size 1-5 microns were made by
injecting water vapor into a cold chamber (-60”C) under highly supersatura~d
conditions. The reactive uptake in the presence of ice particles was determined by
measuring the decay of chlorine nitrate as a function of moveable injector position.
Chemicalionizationmassspectrometrywas usedto monitorgasconcentrations.The ice
particle size and total surface area were analvzed with a Mie scattering method.
Typically,particledensityin the I1OWtube was 105cm-s with totalsurl”acearea perunit
volume ranging from 5X10-3to 3x10-2cm~/cm3.The experimental first order decay
rate was converted to a reaction probability t~ng into account gas phase diffusion
limitations. departure from a Boltzmann di~tributionof speeds at the ice surface, and
the size distributionof particles. A preliminary lower limit for the reactionprobabtiv
of C10N02 + HC1on ice is reported as approximately0.1 and within error shows no
signi.tlcantparticlesize dependence.

HC1uptakeon ice particleswas experimentallyinvestigatedat 760and 200tom
N2 and -60-C. The results indicate coverage to be near amonolayer< (-10A14
molecules/cm2) for typical gas concentrations used in the experiment ([HCII-1011
molecules/cm3).These results are in good aweement with previousstudies that have
been performed on ice films, The consiste~cy serves to ruie out large errors due to
morphologyeffectssuch as grain boundaries.
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EFFECTOF HC1AND HNOqON SINGLE-CRYSTALICE:
H20 DIFFUSIONANDRESORPTIONKINETICS

Frank E. Livingstonam: :.teven M. George
Deparnnent of Cheml”stn and P ‘ochemis~. University ofColorado, Boulder, CO

Heterogeneous atmospheric reactions on poiar stratospheric cloud (PSC)
particlescomposed of H20-ice (Type II PSC) and HN03-ice hydrates (TypeI PSC)at
T -185 K have been implicated in the seasonal depletion of Antarctic ozone. The
dynamicnature of ice surfaces may significantlyimpact the kinetics and mechanismsof
the important heterogeneous chlorine processing on PSCS and alter fundamental
microphysics.1processes on ice cloud particles. The presence of trace stratospheric
species,such as HCIand HN03, may further affect the dynamical propertiesof ice. ice
particle growth and stability, and the chemistry of PSCS. To investigate the effect bf
trace stratospheric species, the diffusion and resorption of H20 on ice surfaces was
measure~with and without HC1and HN03. HDOdiffusion into ultrathin(25-200BL;
90-730 A) neat, HC1-, and HNOs- dosed sinsde-crystal H90 ice multilayers was
investigated using a novel combination of lase~induced thefial resorption (LITD)
probing and isothermal resorption depth-profiling. The measured HDO coefficients
ranged from D = 2.2 @.3) x 10-16cm2/s to D = 3.9 (*().4) x 1014 cm2/s over the
temperaturerange T = 153-170 K. The HDO diffusion rate was increased by a factor
of -10-20 in single-crystal ice dosed with HC1coverages ranging from 0.3-5,0 BL.
Comparatively the HDO diffusion rate in crystalline H20 ice films dosed with HN03
coverages of 0.5-3.GBL was --30-70 times slower compared with diffusion into the
neat H20-ice bulk. These effects of stratospheric species on HDO diffusion are
pronounced and may also impact heterogeneous processes such as adsorbate up@.ke
andsolvation in ice. LITD was also used to study the ~~ifectof HC1and HN03 on H20
isothermalresorption kinetics from crystalline ice multilayers. H20 resorption from
pure ice followed zero-order kinetics with a resorption energy of EA = 12A M16
kcallmoland a pre-exponentialof V9= (1.0 HI.4) x 1031molecules/(cm%). The H20
resorption rates from HC1-dosedsingle-crystal ice multilayers were -2 times larger
comparedwith H~0 resorption from neat crystalline H?O-ice films. In contrast. H20
resorption rates were decreased by a factor O(-5 for H~0-ice films exposedto HN03.
These effects of trace stratospheric specieson H.O des&ption rates will directlyimpact
the stability of PSCS. HC1 will increase the H90 pressure and/or reduce the
temperature required for PSC formation. [n contra.s~.HNOq wiil decrease the H20
pressureand/or increase the temperatureneededfor PSC stability, These diffusionand
resorption studies reveal that the ice surface is very dynamic on the millisecondtime
scale. Trace stratospheric species can also affect the dynamic ice surface and possibly
alter heterogeneousreactions on ice.
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Lorettaiklic~ev . ~

Harvard L’niverkty[-.
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We propose to examine the sources and dis~ibution of troposphericozone and
the complex relationship, including feedback loops, between troposphericozone and
climate change. To accomplish this ~oai. -we have incorporated a detailed
photochemica.1scheme and improved emifiion inventories into a new version of the
hree-dimensional generalcirculationmodel (G(X) develooedbv theGoddardInstitute
for Space Studies.”Meteorologyand chemis[ryhave been made-fullyinteractivein the
model. The model’s synoptic scale resolution permits us to simulate the
inhomogeneous distributions of ozone and ozone precursors. A fast Gear method for
rapid numerical integration has been implemented in the model, allowingmulti-year
simulations. We have now begun evaluation of the model by comparingoutput to

observations of tropospheric ozone, CO. and NoY, We present here preliminary
results of this comparison. Our eventuai goal ‘is to investigate the effect Of
anthropogenicactivityon troposphericozoneand thus on climatechange.
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POTENTIALPROCESSESINVOLVED
IN AN ARCTICSUNRISESURFACEOZONEDISAPPEWCE EVENT

IN KANGERLUSSUAQ.GREENLAND

Henry L. Miller,RyanW. C r tiers. sus~:l Solomon.and Alex Weaver
NOM Aeronomy fuboratory, C, X Unil, ‘r.yityofCoiorado, Bouider. Colorado

During the Arctic spring of 1995, several instruments from’ the NOAA
Aeronom) Lab Middle Atmosphere Group, were deployed at the Sondrestrorn
Incoherent Scatter Radar Facility in Kangerlussuaq,Greenland. Simultaneous ‘;isible
and near-uv specuoscopic measurements were made with ground-based ins~ments,
and in situ measurementsof surface ozone levels were obtainedwith a commercial W
ozone photometer.

During the period of March 14-17, surface ozone values abruptly dropped to

below 10ppbv. a change of about 30 ppbv from earlier normal values. This W= the
most severe drop measured throughout the period from January 30th to May 21st.
Two later low ozoneevents were measured wi[h drops Ofabou~20 ppbv in ozone, one
at the end of Marchand the other in the middle of April.

Coincident with this abrupt drop in surface ozone, the ground-based
spectroscopic measurementswere used to investigate the possibility of tropospheric
13r0and OC1O.Measurementswere made in both the visibleand near-uv wavelength

i,.

I

ranges. This talk will present observations bef&e, during, and after the observed low
ozone episodes to examinethe possible role Ofthe CIO+ Bro reaction in sunrise pohir
ozone disappearance. f
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LABORATORYl\%’ESTIMATIONS
,,, ,;,-,?F ~E GAS pHASEOZONOLYSISOF SLMpLEAJ-KE~ES,,,;,.,,. ,..,

.>.,~..’i..,”’.,.<.’,,l.. (~~’......’.,=.,..’-. . . ,,’ ,.,. . w,--- ,,; .j’~j.”.:
,,,,?2,.<....’....: , ,-..,. ‘ Peter Xeeb ‘~: “; ‘;’‘

,%x-P!ank-Insnhlt filer Chernie,A~spheri~ c~lemis~ Department, Mainz, Gmnan~
,.”

The ozone-alkenereaction is one of [hi three major degradationpathways for
troposphericunsaturatedhydrocarbons. One problem arisirw,when trying to elucidate
the importance o[ this rea&iOn,is the ill ~~rinednature oflhe intermediates (the SO-
called Criegeebimdicals) formedduringozun~lvsis+Due to the simplicityOfthe parent
alkene. the ozonolvsisOtetheneis ~ ifiponant ~ubjectfor mechanisticstudies,since it
allows the identification of individual reactl~ns involving the CH~OO biradical.
Through laboratory investigations,several reactions of the simplest C~iegeebiradical
(C~2.00) with h~droxy- and carbonyl comp~unds were elucidated, which MOWSfor
the tlrst time a complete chemical des~rip[ion of [he ozonolysis s~stem under
investigation. Major findingsare that tie poruon of the Criegee-biradicalswhichreacts
bimolecularly is about 50%. and that in [he presence of water vapor HOCH200H
(hydroxymethylhydroperoxide)is the major product (40%), which under tropospheric
conditions presumably leads tOthe fo~a[lon of HCOOH. The significance of these
results for the developmentOfa gener~ OzonO1ysismechanismwill be discussed.
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TEMPERATUREANDCOMPOSITIONDEPENDENTOPTICALCONSTANTS

OF ATMOSPHERICAEROSOLSYSTEMS
I

R.F. Nitx.fziela.C.D. Heffem. .M,L.Norman, and R.E. .MilIer
Department oj’Chemistry, Uni\ersi:”.oj’No* Carolina. Chape; “ill. NC

I
D.R. Worsnop

Aerodyne Research, Inc.
..

Accurate OPtlCalconstants for atmospheric aerosols are of great importance in
l!

atmospheric modeling,and remote sensing ‘applications. This is-especially true for
aerosolsystems involving nitric acid, sulfuric acid, and water. Thesesystemsplay key
roles in the stratosphere. ot’tenseining as sites for direct heterogeneous chemical
processing and m precursors for polar stratospheric clouds (PSCS). previous work in
literatureand our laboratoryindicatesthat the optical propertiesfor nitricacid/waterand
sulfuric acid/water aerosols are dependenton both their temperature and composition,
hence precise optical constants for these systems are critical to both calculations and
field observations, In this paper.we will summarize our previous work on the optical
constants of water and nitric acid/water aerosols and report on our progress in
tabulating temperature and composition dependent optical constants for sulfuric
acid/water aerosols under stratosphericconditions. In the latter experiments.we have
coupled our method of determining optical constants from FT’IRaerosol extinction
spectra with a tunable diode laser (TDL) system for simultaneous monitoring of gas
composition. Future experimentswill involve retrieving optical constantsfor aerosols
composedof ternary mixturesof nitric acid.sulfuric acid. and waterunderstratospheric
conditions. Such mixtures are thought to be responsible for the formationand growth
of Pscs.

18
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Atmospheric secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is formed from the
photooxidationof the complexmixttir~of ieactiii orgtic gases (ROGS)presentin the
urbanatmosphere. However.over the past 20 years, laboratory investigationsOfSOA
formationhave primarilybeenrestrictedto studiesusing only individualROGS.Recent
[heoredeal and experimental advances have made it possible [o begin study of the
WOSOIformation potential of complex ROG mixtures in an effort to more CiOSeiy
mimicambientatmosphericSOAformation.

At Ca.ltech.we have performedan extensive series of sunlight- irradiatedsmog
chamberexperiments to examine the aerosol fo~ation potential o?rhewholevaporof
12different reformulatedgasolines.Anaivsis of Misdata set reveals that SOAformed
from the atmospheric oxidation of complex ROG mixtures can be quantitatively
accountedfor using the recentiyadvancedgdaerosoi absorptionpartitioningmodelof
SOAformation. We also show that the aerosol formation potential of wholegasoline
vaporis completelydeterminedby the fuel’saromaticcontent.

19
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PRESSUREANDTEMPER~~’DEPENDENCE
OFTHE GAS PHASEREACTIONOF S03 WITH H20

AND
THE HETEROGENF9US REACTIONOF S03 WITHH~O/H$04 S “RFACES

. .
UMchP6 . Dav’idDai, Lui T. ,Mol.inaand ifvfarioJ. .Moi...A

Depanrnent of E... ,n, Atnmspheric a]. Planetaq Sciences and Department of
Chemisrn, Massachusetts Institure of Technology, Cambridge, MA

,.
John J. Jayne, Douglas R. Worsnop, and Charles E. Kolb

Aerodyne Research, Inc., Billerica, MA

The gas phasereaction of S03 withH?Oand the heterogeneousreactionof S03
with HqO/HqS04surfaces have been studkd in a fast flow reactor coupled to a
chemic;l ion~zationmass spectrometer (CIMS)for species detection. The gas phase
reaction was studied under turbulent flow conditionsover the pressure range from 100
to 760 Torr No and the temperature range from 283 to 370 K. The loss rate of SOS
was measured under pseudo first-order conditions: it exhibits a second order
dependence on water vapor concentration and has a strong negative temperature
dependence. The gas phase reaction rate shows no si nificantpressuredependenceand

fcan be expressed as -d[S03 }dt (molecule cm-j s- ) = 3/90 x 10-41exp(-s830.6T)
[H20]2[S03] whereT is the absolute temperatureand the concentrationsare in unitsof
molecule cm-j, At sufficiently low concentrations (< 1012 molecule cm-s) and
m~derate temperatures the rate ~oefficient is independent of the initial !@ level, as
expected for a reaction mecha;~ism involving one S03and two H20 molecules.
However,at higher concentrations and lower temperatures increased rate coefficients
were observed, indicating a fast heterogeneous reaction after the onset of binary
homogeneous nucleation of acid hydrate clusters leading to particle formation which
was verified by light scattering experiments. The heterogeneous loss of S03 to the
reactor walls shows a strong pressure dependenceand has also been investigatedunder
low pressure laminar How conditions (1.1 to 12.5 Torr), The loss rate depends
strongly on the humidity of the surface. In the presence of excess water the reactive
sticking coefficient approaches unity: under dry conditions it approaches zero as
expected. Similar results were obtained with sulfuric acid coated walls. dependingon
the water content of the deposited sulfuric acid. The atmospheric implications of the
homogeneousand heterogeneousS03/water reactionare discussed.

E,-
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TREATMENTOFL’NCERT,WWTESIX URB.4NAIRQUAL~ MODELS
.$ ..,...

f ,:,, ,,,
. . . . . . . . . . . Betty k Pun

,Vlassachusetts Institlite ((TTechnology

Uncertainties in the models and data used in formulating urban air poilution
~ontrt)i strategies have been cited as a factor contributing to the SIOWprOgreSSin
achieving air quality goals. A new approach termed the Deterministic Equivalent
Modeling Method (DEMM)was used in this study to investigate uncertainties in the
model output due to a range Of uncertain parameters in the description Of urban
atmosphericchemistry.

A comprehensive analysis was carried out to investigate the effects of
uncertainties in the SAPRCmechanism.a state-of-the-artmodel describing gas-phme
chemistry in polluted atmospheres. The uncertainties of more than 500 parameters
were compiled. including reaction rate ~ons[an[s, product coefficients. OrganiC
composition, and initial conditions. Uncertalntv propagationusing DEMM revealed
that the uncertainties in ozone predictions can be ~ ~igh as 45% based on these
parametric uncertainties. Even though many complex organic reactions were
uncertain, the uncertainties in predictions were found to be dominated by a few keY
inorganic parameters. These include photolysis rates of N02, O , md form~dehYde;

I?the rate constant for HO+ N02 -> HN03; and initialamountsof Ox~d VOC.

uncertainty analyses were also applied to the RADM and CB4 mechafims,
two structurally-differentmechanismscommonlvused in regional air quality models.
All three mechanismsexhibitsimilarbehaviorin (hepresenceof inputuncertainties. k
addition, the outputuncertaintiesare driven by the same se[of parameters identifiedh
the SAPRC uncertaintyanalysis. nerefore, it w~ concluded that in the presence of
parametric uncertainties, the predictions of the mechanisms are Statistically
indistinguishable. Researchefforts should focuson reducingp~~etfic uncefinti~”

The effectsof themechanisticunce~ntiu were~vestigated in theCIT Airshed
Model. The parameters identified in the mechanism studie$ were also found to
contribute significantly to uncertainties in the predictions Of ozone in the three-
dimensionalair qualitymodel. In addition,p~~ fomation reactionsalso contributetO
the uncertaintiesof predictions. The temporal behaviorof v~ance contributionsfrOm
reaction rates was location-dependent. A[ mos[si[es, par~etric uncertainties do not
completely account for the discrepemies betweenobservedconcentrations imdmodel
predictions,indicxing other deficienciesin tie model.

Uncertainty analysis is a valuable tool to guide experimentalefforts based on
model improvementpriorities. This appmaach h& definite advantages in air qu~ity
issues where modelsare used to formulate po[en[lallYexpensivecontrol strategies.

Financial Support: U.S. EPA.
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STABLEISOTOPESIFJSTRATOSPHERICY20

Thomas R&n
Scripps Institutionof Oceanography, UC San Diego

Nitrous oxides roles as a greenhousegas and as the major precursor to the odd
nitrogenspecies which participate in the catalytic cycling of ozone in the stratosphere
have made it the subject of numerousongoing studies. While the budget of this trace
gas is a matter of activedebate, its incons~stenc:csbecome even more ewdent whenwe
examine the isotopic signature of its major sources and sinks. The work reported here
will show that N20 in the stratosphere is indeed isotonically enriched as W* f~t
reportedby Kim and Craig (1993) but that the magnitude of these enrichmentsare not
as great as first noted. Furthermore, the enrichments exhibit a log linear
correspondence with respect to concentration normalized by the tropospheric
concentration. This is consistent with a lOSSprocess known as a Rayleigh distillation
wherein an imeversible reaction results in a corresponding isotopic fractionation.
Finally, the enrichment factors determined from this model ((15= -14.9 ( and (18=
-13.4 () are not in agreement with those determined in the laboratory (Johnston.et&
1995)for the known destruction mechanisms [photolysis ((90%) and photooxidation
via O(lD) ((10%) have experimentallydeterminedenrichment factors of (0.3 ( ~d ( -6
( respectively for 180/160]. The enrichment factors determined from the Rayleigh
model compared to those measur~din the laboratory require one of the following: 1)a
heretofore unknown sink with an anomalously large fractionation factor, 2) an
exchange mechanism wherein isotonically enriched N and O are transferred to
molecularN20 with no apparent change in concentration, 3) a source mechanismwith
an anomalously high fractionation factor which is capable of mimicking a Rayleigh
distillation, or 4) in situ stratospheric conditions which invalidate the fractionation
factorsdeterminedexperimentallyin the laboratory.

Johnston, J.C. et al., 1995,Journal of Geophvsica/ Research, ]00, 16801-16804.
Kim, K.-R., and H. Craig, 1993,Science, 262, 1855-1857.
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FACTORSCONTROLLINGTHE OZONEBUDGET
: IN ,T’HESOUTHPACIFICREGIONDURINGPEM-TROPICS>.. . .. . .:.,’ ,,,(, ...,,.:, ‘<..’,. ..,. ,’ ,,, ,=’,;- .,,

‘ MartiriS~htiltz” ~’”” ‘-”’:--’ .“”.
Depamnent ojEarth&Pkuwtary Sciences, Habard University ‘

The PEM-Tropics campaign took place in the South Pacific in September-
October 1996. Two NASA owned aircraft (DC-8 a,ndP3B) spent about 120 flight
hours each in this region Ofthe giobe which had never been as extensively probed
before. The South Pa~ificregion is one.of the most remote areas of the world, where
anthropogenic influences are believed to be of littie significance for the chemical
composition of the troposphere.One impo~an[ resuit of the campaign,hence, WMthe
unexpected high frequencyOfbiomass burning plumes that were sampled USUtiy in
altitudes between4 and 6 km.These plumes show characteristicsignaturesof aged air
masses: very low concentrationsof reactive hydrocarbons and NOXaccompaniedby
elevated levels of CO. methane ~d ~zOne. Interestingly, the ozone concentration
generally shows a much better correiatiOnwith pm than with CO, especially for
altitudes above 9 km.

h order to analyzethe factorscon~olling the ozone budget in the SouthPactilc
region, the measurements aboard the DC-8 aircraft were used as constraint for a
photochemicaipointmodel. A to~ of 15(K)model runs WM performedand the mtdts
were analyzedin a statisticalmanner,grouping the dam into (J geographicalregionsthat
show rather distinct.characteristics with respect to NO and CO concentrations. It is
found that a large part of the South Pacific acts ~ a huge sink of ozone. Net ozone
loss rates often exceed 3 ppb/day in the lowest 3 km. Therefore, ozone must be
transported into the region from outside, and it has to be investigated where the
sources for South Pacific ozone are located. The model derived budgets for PEM-
Tropics are comparedto budgetsfromotier remote regions (pEM-WestA,TRACEA).
Both of these studies show ozone budge~ that are much more balanced t.hn it is the
case for PEM-Tropics. The NO~budget e~hibi~ a mxsslng si~ OfHN03 ash~ been
found in several otherstudiesin the literature.
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CHEMICALCHARACTERIZATIONOF AMB&NTAEROSOLCOLLECTED
DURINGTHE SOUTHWEST-JMONSOONA,w NTER-’MONSOONPERIODS
OVERTHEARABIAiiSEA: LABILE-FE(H)A.$.DOTHERTRACEMETALS

RonaldL. Sic :-. Anne ‘ w- IicwtelR. Hoffmann.
Environmental E I,~ering .’/: \V.M. Kec~Laboratories,

Cal$omia i}tstitilte o~ , ‘>chnu)ogy,pasadenat CA

Ambient aerosol samples we:: collected during the inter-monsoon and
1
}

southwest-monsoonperiods on the Arabian Sea. A high-volumedichott mous virtual It“
impactor(HVDVI)witi an aerodynamiccutoff size Of3 pm was used to collect the fine
and coarse aerosol fractions.The primary purpose of this study was to characterize the
chemicalcompositionof the ambient aerosol during the southwest-monsoonand int.er- S
monsoon periods. including the measurement of labile ferrous iron (Fe(II)) in the fme
and coarse fractions of ambient aerosol samples. Atmospheric deposition of Fe to
certain regions of the oceans is an important nutrient source of Fe to the biota, and the
ability of the biota [o uptake Fe is dependent on the speciation of the Fe, Therefore, B

understandingthe speciationof Fe in the atmosphereis critical to understandingthe rnie
of Fe as a nutrient source in surface ocean waters. Total atmospheric aqueous iabue-
Fe(II) concentrations during M32/3 (inter-monsoon) were between 7.48 ng m-J to c P
0.089 ng m-J.The aqueous-labile Fe(II) was predominantly in the “fine” fraction ( e
3.(’)~m ), with the “free”fraction of aqueous-labileFe(II) accountingfor an averageof
90% of the total aQueous-labile-Fe(ii). In contrast. during M32/5 (southwest- B

.;~.f

monsoon), the atmo~pheric aqueous-labile-Fe(II) concentrati&s were consistently
below the detection limit. Overall, labile-Fe(II) was found to have a complicated
behaviorwhichwas not explained by the aeoiian dust loadings. E

t
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( ~ ..’~icn’aelD. Van Loy,Joan”hl~Daisey,Willi~ W Nazarot’i “”
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Universi~ of Caiifomia

Berkeley, CA,-.
~
~.

Inabor Environment Program E.0, ,!.uwrenceBerkeiey Nationai L.uboratoq,
Berkeley, CA

To better understandfactorsaffectingthe fate of gas-phasesemivolatileorganic
compounds(SVOCS)in indoor environmen~. tie surface interactionsof nicotinewith
carpet in a room-sized stainless steel environmen~l test chamber were investigated.
,Nicotineis a major component of environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) ~d is widely
used as a marker to estimate human exposures to E’I’S,Little is known about the gU-
phase interactions of nicotine specifically, and sVOCS generallv, with environmental
surfaces. In this study, liquid nicotine was tlash evaporated”into a sealed 20 m3
chamber containing a sample of carpet. The g~-ph~e concentration was monitored
untilequilibriumwas attained.and then anotAerme~ured volumeof nicotineWaSfkh
evaporated into the chamber. This process was repeated a total of five times to,. characterize the kinetics of the deposition process ~d to determine the equilibrium
partitioning between the gas- and sorbed-phases. Then, the chamber was ahematdy
ventilated and resealed to monitor remission of sorbed nicotine from the sorbent
material. Mass balanceclosure was tested by the~~ly desorbingnicotine fromsmall
samples of both the stainless steel wall material and carpet removedfrom the chamber
prior to the ventilationphase.

The experimental results were analyzed using three different models for gU-
surface interactions: 1)a nonlinearreversiblesurface adso~tion modeldevelopedand
validated in our previous study of nicotine dynamics in [he empty chamber, 2) a
homogeneous, diffusion-controlled sink model developed to predict emissions from
new carpet, and 3) a hybrid model incorporating bo~ surface sorption and diffusion
into the carpet’spolymer backing, The results of this studywill improveunderswd~g
of the processesgoverninggas-surfacepartitioningof organiccompoundsand facilitate
predictionsof the tate of thesecontaminantsin theenvironment.
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TROPOSPHERICO1-NO,-HYDROCARBONCHEMISTRYIN A GLOBAL3-D
MODEL: OFUGNOFTROPOSPHERICOZONE

ANDEFFECTSOFNON-METE-?.’UFJEHYDROCARBONS 1

?“uham Wang,DanieiJacI.ixJennifer Lo~an. tindCIarisaSpiv:~~i~vsky.
iillmard Uni~*er~”in

Tropospheric 03-NOl-PAN-hydrocarbonchemistry is simulated in a global 3-
dimensional model.The modelincorporatesti.dlhydrocarbonchemistry,state-of-the-art
emissions inventories. and deposition schemes that are consistent with the model
meteorology. Model simulations are evaluated extensively with ground surface,
ozonesonde. and aircraft measurements. Seasonal and regional characteristics of
simulated Os, NO, PAN, CO, acetone, H202, and to a lesser extent of ethane, in
general match obsemations. Vertical gradients of ozone tend to be underestimated in
the extratropical upper troposphere,and in the tropical marine boundary layer, due to
excessive vertical mixing in [he model. HN03 is usually overestimated but not NO%
implying unaccountedHNO~loss that do not lead to NOI conversion. However-over
limited regions (uppertroposphericSouth Atlantic during the biomassburningseason),
rapid recycling of HN03 to NOXappears to be necessary.

Model results indicate that tropospheric ozone is largely maintainedby diffuse
NOXcatalyzed productionin the troposphere;ozone producedin the upper, the middle,
and continental lower tropospherecontributes with similar proportions to ozone levels
at all altitudes throughout the wposphere. Ozone transported from the stratosphere
accounts for 30% of [troposphericlevels in winter and less than 10% in summer. The
observed late spring maximum of ozone near the surface at remote northern
extrat.ropicalsites can be explainedby a phase overlap of ozone from the stratosphere
which peaks in early spring, and ozone from tropospheric in situ production which
peaks in late springor summer.NMHCchemistry in the model reducesthe global m=
OH concentration by 20%, and depresses NoXconcentrationsin the upper troposphere
by 30% because PANformationin the polluted boundarylayer reduces the convective
fluxes of NO.. NOXconcentrationsin the remote lower troposphere are incre~ed by
30% due to the long-range transport of PAN. Isoprene from biogenic emissions
accounts for half of the NMHCeffects in the model.
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IN-SITUMEASUREMENTSOF HALOGENOXIDES
I.NTHE ARCTICPOLARVORTEXm RELATEDOZONELOSS:

ACOMPARISONOF BOXMODELCALCULATIONS:W~ OBSERVA~ONS,, ,...,.,
ThomasWoyke ‘ “ ‘“ ‘

ForschungszenrrurnJuelich

The halogenoxides\clo\ and\bro\ weremeasured inside the ArcticPOIMVOrteX
by balloon borne instrumentation empioving the chemical conversion resonance
fluorescence technique. The balloon was-launched on Feb. 3, 1995 from KhUn&
Sweden (68\.$A\circ$\,N. 2l\,$A\circ$\,E). on the same gondola were an ozone
instrument and a cryogenic whole tir s~~ler, which ~lows for the determinationof
the mixing ratio of longlivedspeciesby subsequentg= chromatogmphic~aysk. This
a simultaneous measurement of halogen oxides, ozone, chlorine source gases and
S{h CH_4}.$and ${\rm N_20 }$as tracers of atmospheric transportwas achieved.

Enhanced \clo\ mixing ratios of $\sim$\,1.2\,ppbv have been observed at the
500\,K level during that night. Usingthe CFC me~urements the amount of available
chlorine ${Vm Cl_y}$ can be defived. The observed \clo\ representS 40\,\% Of
available chlorine, showing that a Iuge amount of tie chlorine reservoir species h~
beenconvertedto activechlorine.At the levelof tie peak\clo\ mixingratioa lwd \oA
minimum is observed. The amoun[ of \oz\ loss can be derived using methane = a
chemicallyconservedtracerby uw of an emp~cal correlationfunctionbetween\OZ\and
${knl CH_4}$mixingratiosderivedfrom HALOEobservationsmade inside the pOiiU
vortex in early winter. Employing this method a loc~ \oz\ 10SSof $kim$\,2%\% iS
calculatedfor this level.

BOXmodel calculations were perfo~ed in order to understand the observed
\clo\ profde and attempt to explaintie derived\oz\ Ioss.The c~culations show thti the
\cIo\ mixing ratios are consistentwi~ heterogeneous conversion of chlorine resexvoir
specieSon polar stratosphericclouds. Using the model and he measurementit is not
possibie to distinguish cleariy between NAT PSCSand supercooled ternary solution
PSCSin this Case.The amount of \oz\ loss calculated by the model is subst~tia~y
hwer than the \OZ\loss derivedfromthe Observa[ions,This shows a discrepancyin OU
understandingof the\oz\ budgetin the polar regions.
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ATMOSPHEWCPHOTOOXDATIONOF ISOPREW AND ~KYLBENZENES:
APPLICATIONOF A PFBH.4GC/MSMETHOD

FOR12FT.CTIONAND “9ENTIFICATIONOF r JU30NYL pWDUas

Jianzher ‘u
Departn ‘Environment:. Sciences (md ,’ zinc , Universi; North Carolina-

Chapei, Iill

C... ‘onyl compounds play an important role in atmospheric chemistry, Their
polarity, wev. r, makes airborne carbonvls, anu especially multifunctional ones.
difficult 1 Ietect analytically, An anaiy~icalmethod for airborne carbonyls was
developed and successfully used to detect and identify airborne carbonyls, especially
multi-functionalcarbonyls. In this method. aldehydes and ketones are converted into
their oximes by reaction with O-(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzy i)-h)droxyiamine
(PFBHA),followedby gas chromatogr~phic/massspectrometric (GC/MS)detection.A
strong base peak at m/z 181in the electron impact mass spectra providesan immediate
indicationof tie presenceof a carbonylgroup in tie original molecule,whiie the use of
chemical ionization in the mass spectrometer allows for determination of molecular
weights for the unknOWncarbonyl compounds. The promising application OfthiS
method was demonstrated in the study of Carbonyl products from atmospheric
photooxidation of isoprene and six alkylbenzenes: toluene, p-xylene. m-xyiene, o-
xylene, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, and l,2,%trim~thylbenzene. The photooxidation
chemistry of these comPounds is far from complete mainly due to difficulties in
identifying reaction products, Samples have been collected in a series of
hydrocarbordnitrogen oxides (NO,) experiments conducted in an indoor Teflon Bag
Reactor (TBR)and the Universityof NorthCarolinaoutdoor smog chamber.Usingthe
PFBHA-GC/MSmethod. a wide array of carbonyls were detectei in the OH oxidation
of isoprene and the alkylbenzenes, many of them possessing multifunctional groups,
which in itself partially explains previous difficulties in balancing the reacted carbon.
The carbonyl product information provides additional insigh~ into the oxidation
mechanism for isoprene and aromatic compounds. For example, the obse~ation of a
series of epoxy carbonyls supports the supposition of formation of epoxide
intermediatesas was suggestedby theoreticalcalculationsby
Bartolottiand Edney (1995).
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